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[ [ [ [ IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    ]]]]    

DA-100-Combustible is a gas detect, non instructive type transmitter which detects 

combustible gas leakage and indicates the density on the spot and changes the detected signal 

to the standard electric current signal, and outputs to the outside. 

 

When the catalytic sensor of DA-100-Combustible meets combustible gas, it burns and produces 

heat, which changes the value of resistance and outputs electric current depending on the 

density of detected gas. Transmitter changes the electric current into stable standard 

current signal(4~20㎃) and outputs it to outside while displaying the gas density on LCD 

panel. The output 4~20㎃ standard current signal can be transmitted to the controller such as 

gas leakage warning device (GMS-1000/2000), PLC, DDC, or MMR and it can compose individual or 

integrated gas monitoring system. 

 

DA-100-Combustible is a digital type transmitter based on micro-processor. The various 

digital artificial intelligence from micro-processor enlarges the application area of gas 

detector and enforces the convenience and efficiency for repair & maintenance, which results 

in more convenient & efficient comprehensive gas monitoring environment.    

    

[ [ [ [ FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures    ] ] ] ]     

 

◈ Digital Process : From the digital process based on micro processor, various artificial 

intelligence functions enables more convenient, more accurate, and more efficient gas 

detection. 

 

◈ Auto-Calibration : The auto-calibration by digital process enables convenient and accurate 

one person auto calibration by one-touch. (Zero, Span) 

 

◈ 4-20㎃ Transmitter : Output of standard electric current signal (4-20㎃) enables  a stable 

long distance(2.5㎞)  transmission. 
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[ [ [ [ SpecificationSpecificationSpecificationSpecification    ] ] ] ]     

    DA DA DA DA ----    100100100100    

Sensing principle Catalytic & Electro-Chemical,NDIR,TCD 

Sensing method Diffusion 

Target gas Target combustible gas - see the list <4 page> 

Sensing range 0 ~ 100%LEL 

Response speed Within 10 sec., 90%/full scale 

Accuracy ≤±3%/full scale 

Sensor calibration One-Touch Auto - Calibration 

Sensor displacement Zero – ≤±1%LEL/6 Month, Span -≤±1%LEL/6 Month 

Self-checking Display sensor failure on FND(S.Er), 2㎃ output 

Input power DC 20 ~ 30V 

Output power 4 ~ 20mA/Full Scale - 2.5Km transmission 

Operating temp. & humidity -20℃~ 50℃, 5 ~ 95% RH (Non-Condensing) 

Signal cable CVVS & CVVSB 1.25sq x 3 Wire - Shield Type 

Conduit tube 1/2" or 3/4" PF, NPT 

Installation type Wall or Pipe Mounting 

Exterior material Cast Aluminum Alloy  

Explosion-proof permit Ex d IIC T5 – Korea Gas Safety Corporation(KGS) 

[ [ [ [ Target GasTarget GasTarget GasTarget Gas    ]]]]        

Name of gasName of gasName of gasName of gas    Molecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formula    Explosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limit((((%Vol%Vol%Vol%Vol))))    

  Acetone (CH3CO)2O 2.7 

  Acetic acid CH3COOH 4 

  Acetylene C2H2 2.5 

  Benzene 6H6 1.5 

  Chloral benzene C6H5Cl 1.3 

  Ethane C2H6 3.22 

  Ethanol CH3CH2OH 3.6 

  Ethylene oxide (EO) C2H4O 3.0 

  MEK CH3COC2H5 1.8 

  Methane CH4 5 

  Propane C3H8 2.1 

  Propylene C3H6 2 

  Hydrogen H2 4 

  Toluene C7H8 1.2 

  Xylene C8H10 = C6H4[CH3]2 1.1 

※ Please send us inquiry for other than the list    
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[ [ [ [ Composition & PartsComposition & PartsComposition & PartsComposition & Parts    ]]]] 

 

 

1111. . . . Parts and DescriptionParts and DescriptionParts and DescriptionParts and Description 
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[ [ [ [ MenuMenuMenuMenu    ]]]]    

MenuMenuMenuMenu    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

H.SC Set full scale 20mA output range 

CA1 Set zero calibration 

CA2 Set SPAN calibration 

S.dt Set initialization process time when power supplies 

    

    

[[[[    Setting menuSetting menuSetting menuSetting menussss    ]]]]    

StepStepStepStep    MenuMenuMenuMenu    Menu Menu Menu Menu 

SSSSelectionelectionelectionelection    

Set valueSet valueSet valueSet value    SaveSaveSaveSave    valuevaluevaluevalue    

1111    Select menu mode – when you push (MODE) Key, H.SC menu displays. 

2222    H.SCH.SCH.SCH.SC    (ENT)-Key    Set value using (UP) & (Down) key    (ENT)-Key    

3333    CA1CA1CA1CA1    (ENT)-Key    Zero calibration (ENT)-Key    

4444    CA2CA2CA2CA2    (ENT)-Key    Set value using (UP) & (Down) key (ENT)-Key    

5555    S.dtS.dtS.dtS.dt    (ENT)-Key    Set value using (UP) & (Down) key (ENT)-Key    

6666    ExitExitExitExit    When complete above procedure, it automatically returns to measuring 

mode. 

※ When you want to skip setting value and move to next step, please push (MODE) key. 

※ When you save the set value in any step, it automatically ends (return to measuring mode). 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

※ EX) H.SC setting: Push (MODE) key � When you arrive at H.SC menu, please push (ENT) key 

and retrieve the set value. (At this time, the left digit of the retrieved set value 

flickers to show the setting mode.) At then, please set value pushing (Down) & (UP) key 

and save it pushing (ENT) key to return to measuring mode. 
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[ [ [ [ Sensor CalibrationSensor CalibrationSensor CalibrationSensor Calibration    ]]]] 

Gas sensor’s character is apt to change little by little in accordance with the environment 

such as temperature, humidity and wind, or the lapse of using time by sensing response degree. 

This feature is common to all sensors, and the optimum condition of sensor should be 

maintained through periodical calibration. 

 

1. Zero 1. Zero 1. Zero 1. Zero CCCCalibrationalibrationalibrationalibration    

For zero calibration on sensor output, please follow below procedure. 

 

◘ Please open the detector cover by rotating it to counter clockwise. 

◘ Please push Mode button and choose CA1. 

◘ When CA1 shows on FND, please push ENT key. (At this time, it displays 000 and the left 

digit flickers.) 

◘ Under clean condition, please push Ent key in order to complete zero calibration. 

    

▲▲▲▲    Caution :Caution :Caution :Caution : zero calibration should be processed in a clean and non-gas condition without 

fail. If, when the CLEAN condition cannot be maintained, please use the 99% nitrogen gas.(For 

O2, please infuse nitrogen gas 99.8% or more into sensing part for zero calibration.) 

 

2. Span 2. Span 2. Span 2. Span CCCCaaaalibratlibratlibratlibrationionionion    

It is to calibrate the linear change of sensor output. Please use standard gas and follow 

procedure. 

 

◘ Please open the detector cover by rotating it counter clockwise.  

◘ Please fix the calibration nipple connected from standard gas into the sensing part. 

◘ Please push MODE key and select CA2. 

◘ Please push Ent key and retrieve the saved value. (In order to show setting mode, the 

left digit flickers.) 

◘ Please input the gas density which you are going to use by UP key & Down key. 

◘ Please push Ent key. 

◘ Please supply the standard gas.  

◘ You can find the standard gas density value is going up. (At this time, the output is 

fixed at 4mA.) 

◘ When the gas density value becomes stable, please push Ent key. 

◘ Please stop supplying calibration gas and remove the calibration nipple.  

◘ It displays HOL. (When gas density goes down to 10%LEL or below, it becomes measuring 

mode and produces proportionate electric output.) 

 

▲▲▲▲    Caution:Caution:Caution:Caution: Standard gas with density range from 10 %LEL to 100 %LEL must be used for span 
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calibration. With the high density gas beyond the sensing range,    sensor calibration is 

impossible, and excessive burden on sensor may damage the sensor or reduce the sensor 

lifetime extremely.    ((((basic setting = gas density: 50%LEL, measuring range 0 ~ 100%LEL)basic setting = gas density: 50%LEL, measuring range 0 ~ 100%LEL)basic setting = gas density: 50%LEL, measuring range 0 ~ 100%LEL)basic setting = gas density: 50%LEL, measuring range 0 ~ 100%LEL)    

    

▲▲▲▲    Caution: Caution: Caution: Caution: After the replacement of sensor, the SPAN calibration can be carried out after 10 

minutes from power approval. 

    [ [ [ [ Sensor ReplacementSensor ReplacementSensor ReplacementSensor Replacement    ]]]]    

 

Catalytic sensor of DA-100-combustible is built as one-body mold structure of sensor cap and 

sensor filter for the protection of sensor & explosion proof. Therefore, the sensor 

replacement job should be done by replacement of sensor cap which is composed of sensor 

filter in one-body mold structure. Please refer to the sensor board drawing on [Wiring] in 

this manual and follow below procedure. 

 

◘ Please open the detector cover by rotating counter clockwise.  

◘ Please disassemble the connector connecting sensor & transmitter main board. 

◘ Please disassemble the sensor cap by rotating headless bold fixing sensor housing and 

sensor cap. 

◘ Please assemble new sensor cap with sensor house and tighten the headless bolt to fix it. 

◘ Please assemble the connector connecting the sensor and transmitter main board. 

◘ Please set sensor by sensor calibration. 

◘ Please complete the assembly by rotating the detector cover clockwise. 

 

▲▲▲▲    CautionCautionCautionCaution    

◘◘◘◘    WhenWhenWhenWhen    the direction of sensor cable athe direction of sensor cable athe direction of sensor cable athe direction of sensor cable and nd nd nd ssssensor ensor ensor ensor bbbboard connector socket is oard connector socket is oard connector socket is oard connector socket is 

opposite to each otheropposite to each otheropposite to each otheropposite to each other, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted....    

◘◘◘◘    Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the 

pressurepressurepressurepressure----resistant explosionresistant explosionresistant explosionresistant explosion----proof structureproof structureproof structureproof structure....    
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[ [ [ [ WiringWiringWiringWiring    ]]]]    

    

1. 1. 1. 1. TerminalTerminalTerminalTerminalssss 

IndicatorDetector

 

2. Cable2. Cable2. Cable2. Cable    

1) Cable Type: Shield Cable 

2) Cable specification according to transmission distance: 

 

Transmission 

distance 
0 ~ 500 M 501 ~ 1,500 M 1,500 M or more 

Cable specification 0.75sq 1.25sq 2.0sq 
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[ [ [ [ InstallationInstallationInstallationInstallation    ]]]] 

 

1. 1. 1. 1. Front viewFront viewFront viewFront view 
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2. 2. 2. 2. Side viewSide viewSide viewSide view 
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3. 3. 3. 3. Installation processInstallation processInstallation processInstallation process    

1) Connection cable conduit: 1/2”, 3/4” PF/NPT.  

2) Installation area: Considering the weight and staying of gas, please install it close to 

the area suspicious for gas leakage, such as gas pipe connections or gas valves.  

3) Installation position: Weight(Air=1) of target gas should be considered. 

▷ Light gas(Weight: under 1):  

In closed space, install the sensing part at 20-30㎝ under the ceiling. 

In open space, install as high & close as possible to the suspicious area for gas 

leakage. 

▷ Heavy gas(Weight: over 1):        

In closed space, install the sensing part at 20-30㎝ from the floor. 

In open space, install it as low & close as possible to the suspicious area for gas 

leakage. 

 

4. Cautions4. Cautions4. Cautions4. Cautions    

As the detecting element of sensing part is not airtight structure, please avoid the place 

where any possible electrical trouble can occur due to rain drops and so on.  

 

1) Place around vibration or impact should be avoided. 

Vibration or impact may affect the output value.  

 

2) Place around high temperature / humidity should be avoided. 

High temperature/ humidity may cause malfunction.  

 

3) Electronic noise should be avoided. 

Place around high frequency or high voltage should be avoided.  

(Ex. Around motor, pump, high voltage cable, and so on.) 

 

4) Please install at the place for easy maintenance & repairing. 

As detector needs periodical maintenance and calibration, please avoid the place where is 

not good for maintenance or repairing.  

In case of inevitable, we recommend using automatic suction alarm.  

 

5) Wiring 

For preventing any influences of noise from outside, we recommend shield type cable and for 

preventing any damages from outside, we recommend using cable duct, conduit pipe and 

flexible, and so on.  

Though we recommend no intermediate connection between cable and cable, in case of 

inevitable, we recommend the connection using junction box. 
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In case of inner pressure-resistant packing method, please use the cable of which outer 

diameter is suitable for inner packing size and tighten the cable gland sufficiently in 

order to prevent any inflow of gas or flame.  

 

When pressure-resistant metal piping, after completing piping job, please install sealing 

fitting and fill it with compound in order to prevent any flow of flame from explosion or 

gas inside of metal pipe. All other connecting and combining parts should be waterproof. 


